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The goals



Goal 1

Just enough
up front design



Goal 2

Effective sketches



The case study



Risk system1. Context

A global investment bank based in London, New York and Singapore trades (buys and sells) 

financial products with other banks (counterparties). When share prices on the stock markets 

move up or down, the bank either makes money or loses it. At the end of the working day, the 

bank needs to gain a view of how much risk they are exposed to (e.g. of losing money) by 

running some calculations on the data held about their trades. The bank has an existing Trade 

Data System (TDS) and Reference Data System (RDS) but need a new Risk System.

Trade Data
System

Reference Data
System

Risk System

1.1. Trade Data System
The Trade Data System maintains a store of all trades made by the bank. It is already configured 

to generate a file-based XML export of trade data at the close of business (5pm) in New York. 

The export includes the following information for every trade made by the bank:

• Trade ID

• Date

• Current trade value in US dollars

• Counterparty ID

1.2. Reference Data System
The Reference Data System maintains all of the reference data needed by the bank. This 

includes information about counterparties; each of which represents an individual, a bank, etc. 

A file-based XML export is also available and includes basic information about each counterparty.

Risk System



The process



Iteration 1 (~90 minutes)

+

Iteration 2 (~90 minutes)

+ +

Groups of 2-4 Requirements

RequirementsGroups of 2-4 Feedback and guidance



Design a software 
solution for the

financial risk system

Do some design, choose some technologies,
draw some boxes & lines, etc...

What’s the deliverable?

One or more large diagrams

on flip chart paper

to describe your solution



Questions
Will we receive all of the trade data 
each day?
What sort of interface do the TDS and 
RDS have; how do we get the data?
What are the “calculations”?
Does the bank have technology X?
Can we use technology Y?
... These are the sort of 

questions you’d ask if you 

were doing this for real



Review - Approach
Did you calculate the data volumes?
What is your solution?
Why did you choose it?
Will it “work”?
What process did you use?
What notation did you use?
How many diagrams did you create?
How much detail did you go into?
How did it feel not diving into the code?



Review - Design
Scheduled job versus polling?
Centralised versus decentralised process 
orchestration?
Synchronous versus asynchronous/
event-driven?
Push versus pull for the report 
distribution?
Identification of reusable components?



What’s been challenging 
about the exercise so far?





Review the diagrams

3 things we liked

about the diagrams 3 things we think would 
improve the diagrams







The diagrams
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The guidance



Software System
Containers

Components
Classes

Agree on a simple abstraction that the 
whole team can use to communicate



1. Context 2. Containers 3. Components

Thinking inside the box

... and, optionally,
4. ClassesC4

Context
Containers
Components
Classes

This only covers
the static structure
(runtime, infrastructure, 

deployment, etc are also important)



Context
• What are we building?
• Who is using it? (users, actors, roles, personas, etc)
• How does it fit into the existing IT environment?



Containers
• What are the high-level technology decisions?
• How do containers communicate with one another?
• As a developer, where do I need to write code?



Components
• What components/services is the system made up of?
• Is it clear how the system works at a high-level?
• Do all components have a home (a container)?



This isn’t about
creating a standard

It’s about providing you 

some organisational ideas



Some tips for

effective sketches

Titles
Short and meaningful, numbered if 

diagram order is important

Lines
Make line style and arrows explicit, 
add annotations to lines to provide 

additional information

Layout
Sticky notes and index cards make a 

great substitute for drawn boxes, 
especially early on

Labels
Be wary of using acronyms

Colour
Ensure that colour coding

is made explicit

Orientation
Users at the top and database at the 
bottom? Or perhaps “upside-down”?

Shapes
Don’t assume that people will 

understand what different shapes
are being used for

Borders
Use borders to provide emphasis

or group related items,
but ensure people know why

Keys
Explain shapes, lines, colours, 

borders, acronyms, etc

Responsibilities
Adding responsibilities to boxes can 
provide a nice “at a glance” view



Start from the top and work downinto the detail

Make some technology decisions

Vision
I understand the major technology decisions
I understand the implementation strategy (frameworks, libraries, APIs, etc)
I can visualise the code structure

Start from the top 
and work down
into the detail

Make some 
technology 
decisions

Structure
I can see the solution from 

multiple levels of abst
raction

I understand the big picture 

(context)

I understand the logical 

containers

I understand the major 

components used to satisfy the 

important user stories/features

I understand the notation, colour 

coding, etc used on the diagrams

I can see the traceability between 

diagrams

Start from the top and 

work down into the detail



The diagrams
(again)
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Just enough up front design
and

effective sketches



Try this with
your team...



Risk-storming

A collaborative and visual technique for identifying risk



/// <summary>
/// Represents the behaviour behind the ...
/// </summary>
public class SomeWizard : AbstractWizard
{
    private DomainObject _object;
    private WizardPage _page;
    private WizardController _controller;

    public SomeWizard()
    {
    }

    ...

}

21st century software architecture

“just enough”

The role

The process

Understand how the 
significant elements

fit together
Identify and mitigate

the key risks

Provide firm foundations and a visionto move forward

Software
Architecture
Document
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